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GUIDELINES FOR KAMEHAMEHA SCHOOLS ARCHIVES (KSA)  DIGITAL IMAGE SERVICES 
Digital data is created for information sharing. Paper hard copy is the best, proven  long-term preservation medium.  

 1.  COMMERCIAL VENDORS 
for profit publications, filmmakers 

 
Instructions:  Community Relations and 
Communications Division (CR&C) vets and collects 
fees before images are shared.  
 
Contact:   Sheree Espinueva at 
(shespinu@ksbe.edu, or 523-6380)  

2.  EDUCATIONAL 
RESEARCHERS  
(KS students, faculty 
and staff) 

3.  PROJECTS by Community 
Relations & Communication 
Division (CR&C), KS VIDEO 
PRODUCTION class, OTHER 
KS DEPARTMENTS AND KS 
PARTNERSHIPS  

4.  KS ALUMNI  
 

(Kapälama, Maui, Hawai’I, mainland 
and  international) 

A.  On-site 
selection by 
researchers 
from KSA 
collections 

1.A   
•CR&C approved Vendor uses KSA 
collections. 
 
•Approved Vendor makes a list by image 
number. 
 
•KSA sends list to CR&C for fee 
collection. 
 
•CR&C notifies KSA of fees collected. 
 
•KSA sends approved Vendor scanned 
watermarked images as negotiated. 

2.A 
•Researcher makes list 
of images by image 
number. 
 
•KSA negotiates 
resolution, and delivery. 
. 
•KSA watermarks and 
scans. 
. 
•KSA emails or delivers 
as negotiated. 

3.A 
•Project gives KSA a written 
proposal and timetable. 
 
•Project scans the images or uses 
existing KSA watermarked digital 
images. 
 
•Project gives KSA their scanned 
images. 
 
•KSA files and stores those images. 
 
•Project credits and cites 
Kamehameha Schools Archives. 

4.A 
•Alumni give KSA a proposal or 
timetable if relevant. 
 
•KSA and Alumni negotiate the 
number of images to be scanned. 
 
•KSA negotiates how Alumni receive 
images. 
 
•If the product is a movie, or 
document, Alumni give KSA one copy 
by signing a loan form (in red folder in 
the Photo Archives).  
 
•Alumni credit and cite Kamehameha 
Schools Archives. 

B.  Users 
choose 
images from 
website or 
elsewhere 

1.B 
•CR&C approved Vendor sends desired 
images to KSA. 
 
•KSA sends image list to CR&C for fee 
collection. 
 
•CR&C notifies KSA of fees collected. 
 
•KSA scans and delivers watermarked images 
at specified resolution size. 

2.B 
•Researcher sends 
request for specific 
images.  
 
•KSA approves and 
negotiates resolution size 
and delivery. 
 
•KSA watermarks, scans 
delivers  as negotiated. 

3.B 
•Project communicates their 
timetable and requested images. 
. 
•KSA negotiates, watermarks, scans 
and delivers images. 
 
•KSA files and stores the images. 
 
•Project credits and cites 
Kamehameha Schools Archives. 

4.B 
•Alumni give KSA a proposal or 
timetable and requested image 
list. 
 
•KSA negotiates, watermarks, 
scans and delivers images. 
 
•KSA files and stores the images. 
 
•Alumni credit and cite 
Kamehameha Schools Archives. 

C.  KSA 
selects up to 5 
images for 
approved 
remote users, 
or researchers 
according to 
their criteria. 

1.C  
•KSA creates a watermarked thumbnail list for 
an approved Vendor. 
•KSA sends list to CR&C. 
•CR&C contacts and charges Vendor per list.  
•CR&C notifies KSA of fees collected. 
•KSA scans and sends watermarked images 
to Vendor as negotiated. 

2.C  
•KSA emails researcher a 
selected thumbnail list for 
their approval. 
 
•KSA  watermarks, scans 
and delivers  as 
negotiated.  

3.C 
 
 Same as 2.C 

4.C 
 
 Same as 2.C 

Saved image standards:  •Masters:  400- 800 ppi, .tiff •Derived: 72-150 ppi, .jpg or png. •LD photos watermarked on demand. All others watermarked as digitized. 
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